Press Release
Crowe partners assisted Withings in the acquisition of 8fit now part of
Withings
Hamburg – February 2022
CROWE Becouze, Crowe Hamburg (MÖHRLE HAPP LUTHER) in Germany and Hughes
Pittman & Gupton, LLP, independent member of CROWE CPAmerica in the US - assisted
Withings in the acquisition of 8fit now part of Withings by performing financial, labor law
and tax due diligence.
Withings, one of the global leaders in connected health devices (scales, watches, BP monitors,
sleep analysers, thermometers), speeds up the development of its service offer by acquiring 8fit
now part of Withings.
With a global reach of over 40 million users and market-leading app store ratings, 8fit now part of
Withings is one of the leading platforms for “fitness for all of us”. The acquisition of 8fit now part
of Withings will allow Withings to strengthen its capabilities to provide value-added support to
users, expand its global user footprint, develop cross-sell synergies and enrich substantially its
digital platform with a vast library of valuable content.
CROWE partners involved: Etienne Dubail, Gilles de Lavallade, Matthias Linnenkugel, Roman
Eschke and Michael Arena.

About Crowe Global
For over 100 years, Crowe has been making smart decisions for multinational clients working
across borders. Ranked the eighth largest accounting network in the world and the sixth largest
accounting network in Asia, Crowe has over 200 independent accounting and advisory firms in
130 countries. It is also one of only seven global firms in Gartner’s “magic quadrant” for risk
consulting services. The network has a total global workforce of 36,540 professionals and global
revenues of US$4.3 billion.

About Crowe Berlin/Hamburg
Crowe Berlin/Hamburg is part of a network of five regionally leading law firms at all central
locations in Germany. With its three offices in Hamburg, Berlin and Schwerin, Crowe
Berlin/Hamburg is on the one hand regionally anchored and on the other hand maintains excellent
international connections as a member of Crowe Global. Experts from the fields of auditing,
taxation, legal advice and advisory work closely together in the offices. The equally strong
positioning of the practice areas ensures consistent high-quality support for clients and
comprehensive know-how, formed from decades of experience and continuous further training.

Further information can be found at www.croweglobal.org and www.crowe.com
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